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By Harold F Schory

Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Abraham Lincoln, a Poetic Appraisal Could ride out the most violent
of storms, And be a worthy Ship of State. As a Captain for this Ship on its most tempestuous voyage,
God had been preparing a sturdy youth, Born of pioneering parents in a Kentucky cabin, A youth
early used to poverty, grief, and desolation, But possessed of strength and great fortitude, A saving
sense of humor and a love of mankind. The mother, a primitive mystic whom he adored, Died when
the lad was nine, Two years after moving to Indiana. The father, a carpenter-farmer, A good man,
highly respected in the community, Later married a practical, pleasant woman, Who did so well as a
substitute mother That it is not known to whom Lincoln referred When he later said: All that I am, or
hope to be, I owe to my angel mother. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz

This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD
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